
schools. But I cannot accept the idea that I must forever 
divide myself into two people: the man who cares and the man 
who teaches. 

This problem is different from the division of knowledge 
to fit a chronological framework. It's a matter af attitude. 
We tend to see things as divided into formal or informal, pals 
or subordinates, teacher or student. Science fiction is dan
gerous to that attitude because, with-the interest and knowl
edge students may already have, there is ·more chance of inter
action between student and teacher than in the study of other 
I iterary forms. This ability to relate to students is another 
skill usually not developed in college courses, including 
elective courses. It should be. 

Elective courses should be where people explore a chosen 
field in the company of other people who have made the same 
choice. Such courses should be where people can gr.ow in 
understanding and inability to communicate with other,,. Often 
they do not. Often, teachers are caught in a tragic cycle: 
our failings show not simply the weaknesses in our abilities 
but underdeveloped abilities, skill never stressed by teachers 
who never learned to consider them important. And we pass our 
failings on. As a result, we turn out students who may be 
educated in a narrow sense, but are not self-educating. 

As teachers, we are under great pressure to change, We 
know that we will be held accountable somehow, by someone. 
hope you as teachers will hold us responsible as teachers, to 
offer what our students need and want to learn, not what we 
find most comfortable to teach. Only in this way can we all 
discover again the meaning of our choice when we elected to 
become teachers. 

Jospeh Sanders delivered the substance of this article 
as a talk at the MCTE Spring Conference in 1972, at 
which time he was a member of the English department 
at Moorhead State College. 
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THE BUCK STOPS HERE! BASIC SKILLS 
ON THE JUNIOR COLLEGE LEVEL 

by RONALD V. SCHMELZER 
Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College, Coon Rapids 

Junior Colleges in the state of Minnesota have been active 
on the educational scene ever since the first two-year college 
was opened in Cloquet. Soon, other junior colleges opened their 
doors in Rochester, Eveleth and Hibbing. By 1940 there were 
seven junior colleges in operation within the state. At present, 
there are eighteen, with two more expected to open their doors 
w students in the 1973-74 academic year. 

As they were originally conceived of in the nineteenth 
century, the junior colleges were to provide lower division 
education for students in their own community. This role has 
oontinued, but a challenge has been added to it: (a) provide 
vocational and technical training to students that will allow 
them to move directly into the work force; (b) offer general 

, education that will help the student to become a viable citizen 
i in our ever changing world; and (c) provide for aesthetic, 

I cultural and recreational opportunities, both for those residing 
in the service community, and the student in attendance. 

r By and large the junior colleges have kept up with the 
~allenges posed by increased enrollments and the changing needs 
of an increasingly technological-urban society; however, the 
path toward the goal of providing a wel I-educated citizenry is 
oonfounded with many obstacleswhich the junior colleges are 
attempting to overcome. 

As a teacher and a director of a study skills center in a 
junior college, I am able to observe at close range some of the 
major problems which confront students and, in turn, the college~ 
in providing to the community a viable member of the citizenry. 
However, first I want to describe the population of students as 
I see them: this, in order to dispel some' of the false ideas 
that are prevalent about the junior college student. 

There have been many attempts to describe and categorize 
the type of student who attends the J.C. ( Cf. W. Moore, Jr., 
Against the Odds, San Francisco,Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1970; and 
A.M. Cohen, Date! ine '79: Heretical Conce ts for the Commun it 
College, Beverly Hills, Glencoe Press, 1969. He has been, in 
jiy gpinion, much maligned, both in terms of his academic ability 

• ~nd his aspirations for himself in the future. He is generally 
described as an "earthy" type: more interested in finding a job 
than dwelling on that somewhat more vague but infinitely more 
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satisfying question about the nature of truth and beauty, The developing organization, in determining_main ideas and i~ . opinion is also prevalent that the typical junior college stud . roving retention of a reading selectton. When underl1n1ng a or rather the student who attends the junior college, does 50 ent, irnP]ection under] ine only after you have read the material, then se , . . h h ' • because nol:Pdy else wil I have him. This latter point has, hope- back and pick out the words which summarize t e aut ors main fully, ~basis in truth, 1:ecause the junior college is 90int. You should never underline a whole sentence. This is strictly an open-door institution. ~~portant because the student must_be '.orc 7d to se1 7c~ impo~tant ·nformat ion from the materi a 1. Th Is. a Ids In determ1 n Ing ma In The fact of the matter is, however, that the junior col le '.dea, organization and to an extent developing purpose for . student is a representative of the community which the col leg ge 
1

1 ading. Finally, after underlining, the student should review serves. He is usually the "average" student, with aspiration: r~at he has underlined. This reinforces his learning and helps and abilities commensurate with his community. In most junior ~n retention. There are two rules for underlining: colleges in the state there are both the typical college-age 
student and also the not so typical, i.e. 50 years plus. The 
high school valedictorian is in attendance along with the high 
school dropout who has a GED high school equivalency certificat 
There is the gifted academician and the student who cares very e, 
little for the abstractions of academia: this is the community 
college student. 

What are some of the problems these students face in 
accomplishing their goals in the junior college? It has been 
my experience that the following four problems are the biggest 
ones faced: reading, writing, time scheduling and goal orienta
tion. I wil 1 attempt to explain each and give some possible 
procedures that you can use to help alleviate some of these 
problems in your students. 

READING: In a recent study done at Anoka-Ramsey State 
Junior College, it was found that the average student who enroll 
in either the study skills course or the reading course was 
reading at about the eleventh grade level. Based on the reports 
of col leagues and my own experience in study skills centers 
around the country, this is not unusual. Other problems in 
reading faced by the st6dent are an inability to adequately: 

J. develop purpose for reading 
2. skim.and scan when necessary 
3. determine the organization of what is read 
4. ascertain the main point in a paragraph 
5. critically read a selection 
6. remember what he reads to the extent necessary. 

Many of the above problems can be handled through the \ 
thoughtful use of four techniques that I am about to discuss. 1 
These are not a panacea, but have been shown to be effective 
with a majority of students. 

{!) Underlining: (D.M. Wark, and M. Mogen, Read, Underline, 
Revi~~: A Method for More Efficient Learnin , New York, McGraw
Hil 1 Book Co., 1970. Underlining is a study-reading technique 
that has been proven to be effective in developing skill, in 
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1. 
2. 

Never read with a pencil in your hand. 
Don't underline complete sentences. 

(2) Mapping: (M.B. Hanf, "Mapping: A Technique for Translating 
Reading i1,to Thinking," Journal of Reading, 14, January, 1971, 
zzS-230, 270.) Mapping is a graphic representation of the content 
fa lecture or a chapter in a text. It maximizes the reader's 

~ctive participation and it affords h!m an immediate feedback 
as to his understanding of the selection. It also allows for 
individuality, creativity and individual cognitive style. The 
major problem areas it may help to improve in reading are: main 
idea, critical reading, organization, developing purpose, and 
~tention of what is read. 

The mapping procedure is similar to outlining; howe~er, it 
differs in two major ways: (1) its appearance, and (2) its form. 
A map is similar to an outline in that the information is graph
ically portrayed and is arranged in a hierarchical order of 
importance; major ideas are made to stand out. 

In order to "map" a selection the student must: 

1. 

2. 

Skim through the selection to ascertain the primary 
thesis (main idea) of the selection. 

He must then write this primary thesis in the center 
of a sheet of paper and either encircle or put a box 
around it. 

Then he must hypothesize as to what might be considered 
in the selection, and write 2 or 3 demanding questions 
about the selection that he wi 11 be looking for the 
answers to. 

4. He must then read the selection carefully; this in 
order to determine the secondary categories which 
make-up the se 1 ect ion's main idea. The m~x imum nu~ber 
of secondary categories which are effective are six 
or seven. The student draws 1 ines indicating the 
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5. 

number of secondary categories and labels them appropriately. 

With this view of the selection on paper and in mind the reader now must read for details, fi 11 ing them i~ their proper position and order; this should be done from memory. In this way the reader can, if he is having problems, go back to those portions of the article that he obviously needs to re-read. Always remember--use just key words. 

The student and teacher then ;, are reversed. The type of ,oles red to whatever ski 11 s the 
be ge:udent. This technique has the s 

read the next sentence and the 
questions that are asked can 
teacher desires to develop in 
been used successfully at 

Oka- Ramsey • An 

other techniques the teacher might us~, There are many H two factors are of prime d' o the student. owever, • jepen Ing n d. 1 eve 1 of the book the s tu dent Is jrnportance. 1. The_rea I~~ level· and 2. when in doubt d'ng must be at his rea 1ng , h 'f you ~a I 'th either the elementary reading teac er or, I b 
(3) ~ (F.P. Robinson, Effective Study, Harper & Row, 196]. check WI the reading teacher in the high school. lt has ee~l 

Also described in F.L. Christ, SR/SE Resource Book, Chicago, have one'. that the reading teacher in the elementary scho 
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1969, 35-40.) is a technique \rnY exper1en~:lified to discuss remedial reading problems th an 
that has been used for years to improve reading. When used is better q d'ng teachers. However, this is not always true, 
effectively it aids in developinb all of the skills mapping doq !~co~da~y ~ea 'often enough to warrant mention. 
but places a greater emphasis on developing reading purpose. 'but it is rue SQ3R is an abbreviation for 11survey 11

, 
11question 11

, 
11read 11

, "recite" and 11review. 11 Survey required reading over all of the bold face and italicized headings 1n a chapte~ and reading, if there is one, the summary and introduction. It serves to give the reader an overall picture of the material to be studied. Question means the formulating of questions which were suggested by the survey. This "sets" the student to look for specific answers while reading. 
Read refers to reading without under] ining or note taking. The student looks for the answers to the questions he formulated 1 during the question part of the technique. Recitation indicates outlining or, In any other manner, reciting the information contained in the selection while the book is closed. It is during recitation that the essential behavior is emitted. 
Review takes the form of checking the outline against the book or re-reading the chapter for errors of omission and commission. 

WRITING: 
d Writing is one of the most difficult problems for stu ents It is difficult due to one major factor. The ind teachers.. . . ood writing is very subjective. major factor is tha~ J~1~\~~mgMcDougal l gave in graduate school., I remember an examp e. b of the researchers, was sent h whichwaswr1tten yone . 11 At eme, f E 1 • h professors in various co eges out to a large number o ng Is The were asked to grade and universities across the c~untr~. nt ~nd grammatical structure;. these papers, both in ~e~~s ora~~: :nd grammatical alterations When they were returned e g d from F/F to A+/A+ with no were analyzed. The Tgrha ep~i~~n~: that quality writing, like core of agreement. e beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. 

(4) j d . d r to help his students What, then, can the teacher O in ore h 1 r needs 'd • . f Maslow's theory t at owe 
Reciprocal Questioning 1 (aside from a consi eration ° . eds will serve as motiva-
lA.V. Manzo, ''Improving Reading Comprehension Through ~st be satisfied b~fore_ th e hi~h~r ne_ ve their writing? 
Reciprocal Questioning," unpublished doctoral dissertation. tors, such as creating! i.e: wri~ing) __ 

1
:~r~ can be used as a 

Syracuse University, 1969. Also described in "Promising The first step to conside~ '.5 cri~eria halist is given below 
Possibilities for Improving Comprehension, 11 Journal of basis for judging good writing. ne s~c t'on To Children 
Rciading, 15, March, 1972, 418-419.) I (F.B. May, Teaching Langu~ge As Comm~n

9
~~a \ 74_175): ' Columbus, Charles E. Merri\ I, Inc., , This is a procedure that is used primarily to develop critical reading skill. It can be used either as a technique for individual tutoring or as a whole class technique. The procedure is as follows: 1. The student and teacher read silently the first sentence in the selection. 2. The student then asks the teacher questions on the content of that sentence. The student is told that he is to ask the type of question that he expects the teacher to ask him. The teacher answers the questions asked by the student, rewarding 11good11 questions with a statement to that effect and/or giving an extended answer. 
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1
\ 

• or subject in vivid, 
I 

]. Imagery - describing a situation 
colorful, specific language. 

2. 1 tact with the Naturalness - maintaining a persona. con reader; expressing one's individuality. 

3. . f h logies characters, Inventiveness- using res ana ' . lots or words· playing with homonyms, settings, P , ' d • all iteration, and other humorous ev1ces. 
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4. 

5. 

Insight - portraying human weaknesses and strengths 
by using satire, incongruity, philosophical general~ 
ization, realistic description and other devices. 

Sincerity - demonstrating keen interest or feeling 
regarding one's subject, characters or story. 

These four stages can be aided by the teacher by using the 
~]lowing sample techniques: 

1. Examine a familiar object as if seeing it for the first time. 
write or discuss the observations (preparation stage). 

6. 
!, Before deciding upon a writing topic, list as many ideas for 

Flexible style - avoiding monotony by changing sentenc topics as you can; defer judgment on the merits of the ideas 
length, sentence type and other elements of style. e~til a long list is created. Select one topic to write on 

7. 

8. 

Conciseness - expressing the essence of an idea or 
situation; avoiding words and details which detract 
from the impressions or main ideas to be conveyed. 

Clarity - avoiding pronouns with hazy referents, 
dang] ing participles, jargon or slang, mystic phrases 
and other habits of speech which cause confusion in 
readers. 

~reparation stage). 

J, Look at an object in the room. Describe it. Then, touch 
-the object, shake it, smell it, taste it (if the situation is 
'\sufficiently sanitary). Describe the object again. Discuss the 
aifference in the two descriptions (preparation stage). 

. List as many ways as possible for improving the chalkboard. 
oiscuss several of the ideas in a complimentary rather than a 
:ritical way (preparation stage). 

The above list contains criteria that the teacher can use 
in evaluating writing. It is not necessary that all of the ;. Make up "What If" problems (preparation stage). 
criteria be in one theme. For scientific writing, criteria that 
might be considered are numbers 2, 5, 7, and 8. In order to L Encourage students to commit themselves, in the presence of 
teach writing effectively both the teacher and the students rthers, to a definite product (focusing stage). 
must have a framework in which to operate. F. B. May (Ibid., 
196-200) suggests that the teacher, prior to assigning topics /. Write an essay expounding a theory based on observations 
help the students through the following stages: '1ade in the preparation stage (focusing stage). 

A. Preparation: This stage involves an open-minded observation a. Reward persistence through individual praise (executing stage). 
of the subject to be written about. It is a means of developing' 
~ m:mtal set whi7h (s relatively free of otas and capable of . j. Al low time each week for uninterrupted work on something the 
1ns1ghtful descr1pt1on rather than one which defines and ,tudent wants to do (executing stage). 
categorizes observations quickly into preconceived categories. 
This is the gathering-of-fa.cts stage. 

B. Focusing: This stage involves perceiving a solution to a 

11·10, Permit student to choose among several alternative ways of 
; communicating their work to others (communicating stage). 
i:. 
I 

problem, developing a procedure to follow to achieve an end ; In order to improve students' writing they should write a great 
product. Focusing also involves committing oneself to a partic~ deal; however, it is important they they be made aware, in a 
ular form, product, or procedure. ~ry specific and clear manner, of the criteria you will be 

judging them on. 
C. Executing: This is the blood, sweat, and tears stage. This 
is the actual writing or creating of the product. It also 
involves knowing when to quit. 

D. Communicating: This stage is, at times, very dramatic. It 
involves showing others what has been done. However, it is 
necessary in order to allow for positive reinforcement of the 
creative act. 
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TIME SCHEDULING: 
(R.W. Sampson, Problem Solvin Im rovement, A Pro ram for 
Self-instruction, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970. 

Of the major problems which confront students, time 
scheduling is central. This is true because even if the student 
can read and write, and is sufficiently goal oriented, he 
jwill have a great deal of trouble in college or life unless he 
~n order his responsibilities in an effective and efficient 
~nner. The fol lowing information and procedural suggestions 
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may aid the student toward improving his ski 11 in this importan 
area. The first step is: 

1. Note things to do. This step is usually quite simple. The 
student must each day make mental or written notes of appoint-
ments and assignments that he must do in the future. This ~ 

should be done whenever an occasion arises that indicates some
thing ought to be done later on in the day, month, or year. 
This step is not a formal scheduling, but a random scheduling 
of bits and pieces of his future. It does involve, however, 
making allowance for conflicting responsibilities and taking 
care of them before it is too late to do anything about them. 
For example, two dates on the same day, etc. 

2. This step is different from t e first in that the student 
must consider a particular unit of time; this summer, next 
month, tomorrow. This schedule can either be very general or 
very detailed. It may either be followed closely or loosely, 
depending upon the situation. However, it always retains its 
basic characteristic: it involves thinking about the entire 
sequence of time in question. It differs from step one in that 
ordering of activities is done,not just indicating that somethini 
must be done. 1 

Normally, when a period of time is scheduled, the student start 
with items already noted, appointments, commitments, and plans, 
He eliminates some, adds others, and comes up with a schedule 
that is in some kind of sequential order. Decisions must be 
made of higher-priority activities, and approximate time allot..,... 
ments made for the completion of these activities. Activities, 
of lesser priority may be scheduled in the remaining time. A 
scheduler must be careful not to make his schedule too detailed 
or rigid: good scheduling is st~iking a balance between rando~ 
ness and rigid sequence. / 

Procedures: 

Step One: 
Prepare a paragraph which contains a number of items to be 
scheduled for a month's time. Make sure that some of the items 
are conflicting and that the order of events as written is not 
given sequentially. The student, with calendar in hand, notes I 
on his calendar when these activities are to occur. The student 
should be made aware of: 

Obviously the student can't be at two places at once; therefore, 
he must mark on his calendar, sometime in advance of the two 
conflicting appointments, when he is going to try to resolve 
the conflict. 

J. Note everything of importance on the calendar. Don't assume 
that he can remember the one commitment that is extremely impor
tant. After a time, what may have seemed so important may not 
be, and thus may be forgotten. 

Step Two: 
The same type of paragraph should be prepared for the second 
step, only this time involving a daily or weekly plan. The 
student should be aware of his previously prepared calendar of 
fixed commitments and work his daily plan around them. In terms 
of the daily schedule, make sure the student plans for adequate, 
but real itic study time, as well as required and recreational 
activities. 

GOAL ORIENTATION: 

A major problem confronting students in the junior college, 
as elsewhere, is deciding on a vocation, be it a teacher, busines~
man, doctor, lawyer, tradesman, etc., and what value to place on 
such traditional institutions as church, family, marriage, gov
ernment, school, etc. 

The time that we are 1 iving in (touch of temprocentrism) is 
changing so rapidly and traditional values are being questioned 
so pointedly that anyone who is aware and thoughtful and who has 
not found his "truth" is very frustrated. Earlier in this article 
I mentioned Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Although Maslow isn't 
the last word, what he says has some relevance here. Basic needs 
of safety and security must be met before the higher needs of 
self-actualization and creativity can operate as motivators for 
achievement. Of all the factors that have been discussed so far, 
goal orientation is by far the most important. This is because 
it involves the basic structures of the individual and how he 
perceives the world 1nd himself as existentially involved in it. 
As teachers, our responsibility 1 ies in guiding students, and 
if we are realistic, we recognize that part of ourselves goes 
out to our students in the teaching act. Therefore, we must be 
honest with ourselves and recognize our limitations, our likes 
and dislikes, and for our students' sakes, the reasons why. 

1. Planning in advance when an assignment Is due. for example: 
A theme assignment is due May 5th. He should start working on 
the assignment sometime before it is due. 

We can only give to our students, in terms of goal orienta
tion, .what we ourselves have discovered about what is of value 
and our hopefully advanced ability to extrapolate to the futur~. 

! h! only procedural recommendation I can make in terms of goal 
if possible change them. Example:J1>r1entation :or ou; students is to b7 honest with them and accept• 
the same day and approximate time, ing of them tn -the, r quest for what is of value. We can refer 

2. Cancel some activities, or 
Two appointments are made for 
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them to people who are either qualified professionally to handle 
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these kinds of problems or to kindly and concerned people in 
~eneral. We help students to see the reality of a situation 
by telling but by asking. Let them decide, don't tell them. 
Above all, be honest, accepting and open. 

A SMALL REVOLUTION AT TWO HARBORS 
by ROBERT G. DENI SON 
Two Harbors High School 

I have attempted in this article to explain some of the 
major problems, as I see them, which confront the typical jun; ' 
college student. Several examples of techniques were given 

O 
or, I guess you would have to classify me as a very idealistic 

how an English teacher might help his students overcome some n perso~, a dreamy type who is constantly trying to reach perfec-

1f these difficulties prior to their entering college. ltion ~n terms of my teaching; and believe me, I was a frustrated 
jdeal 1st for my first years. Most people who get into teaching, 

. Many other problems also confront our students, i.e. note- jo: who got !nto teaching before it became a little more.fina~
tak1ng, study procedure, spelling, just to name a few. Howeve _ c1ally feastble for a young man or woman to do so, got into 1t 
t feel that if you concern yourself with the areas I discussedr',because they had an inherent desire to make their little portion 

above, a great deal of the frustration felt by the student can of the world better as, the result of their having been there. 
be eliminated and student growth and learning can be improved Obviously, some get into teaching because they can't or couldn't 
a great deal. think of anything else to do; but I guess I thought early in 

my col Jege career that I had something to offer the world in 
general and young people in particular.· 

Ronald Schmelzer is director of the Reading and Study 
Skills Center at Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College, 
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l As I said above, I was frustrated by a tight and inflexi.ble 
system of one-hour class periods, high-ceilfnged impersonal class
rooms with upwards of thirty students in a room, limited out-
dated materials, and administrators who knew 1 ittle, and in 
some cases cared little, about the problems of the individual 
teacher in the classroom. Relatively few administrators in 
those early six or seven years gave me much help in trying to 
develop a meaningful and relevant English program in those high 

- schools. I realize that it isn't just the fault of administra-
1 tion; it is the fault of highly theoretical and unrealistic 

1 
preparation at the college level for the problems of classroom 
teaching. It is also the fault of an educational system based 
on the regimentation of class procedures, teaching methods, 

r 

teaching loads, teaching hours, teaching materials, and in 
particular teaching philosophies. 

Very I ittle imagination has been discovered to inhere in 
public ed~cation here in A~erlca. We have a few outstanding 
teachers, yes--who have become effective despite the conditions. 
But a majority of America's teachers 'for years not only have been 

j underpaid and overworked, but they have been provided with (and 

1 
have asked for, in some cases) the kind of educational system 

, that meets the modern needs of a growing technological, futuristic 
thinking America. 

When I was invited to teach at Two Harbors, I leapt at the 
chance. Not only was it a part of the country of streams, lakes, 
and forests where I wanted to live, but also it was a school 
system with a reputation for forward-thinking administrators, 
and of course, above-average salaries. It took me about a year 
to get used to new terminology--mods of time, Independent Study 
Time, six-day cycles, SOUST (scheduling of unscheduled time), 
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